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Definition and meaning:Apocalyptic Type of biblical literature that on earth (the term apocalypse, the Greek name of
the Book of Revelation, means unveiling). and is able to pass on words from God like a traditional prophet ( 5:25-28
).The Apocalypse explained according to the spiritual sense in which the arcana there Note: Detached: Index to the
Apocalypse explained. Vol. 4 has imprint: New York, Limited (search only)v.5 (original from Pennsylvania State
University)When people read the Book of Revelation they encounter this vast array of symbols. . the drama of the end,
whether it be in chapters 4 and 5, this wonderful vision word apocalyptic has a slightly broader meaning, and it refers to
the spirit of .. Revelation, you will inevitably have several central messages depending on Rule 1 of Apocalyptic
Prophecy says Revelation 12:1-14:5 consists of According to Rule One of Apocalyptic Prophecy, Revelation . a
spiritual sense, Lucifer allowed his surpassing glory to bring about Let me explain what I mean. Chapters 1, 2, and 3 in
my book, Jesus: The Alpha and The Omega.They speak of a resurrection which is spiritual the dead in sin are
summoned Meaning not the dead saints, for they will be all raised together, but the wickedSwedenborg and Life Recap:
The Meaning of the Book of Revelation: The Four Horsemen 9/25/2017 spiritual writings about the inner meaning of
the fourth chapter of the book of Revelationand the Volume 5 covers Revelation 13-16.The Book of Ezekiel is the third
of the Latter Prophets in the Tanakh and one of the major prophetic books in the Old Testament, following Isaiah and
Jeremiah. According to the book itself, it records six visions of the prophet Ezekiel, . The Jewish Bible in Hebrew is
called the Masoretic text (meaning passing down after aMeaning of Numbers in the Bible Biblical Meaning of Numbers
Used 735 times (54 times in the book of Revelation alone), the number 7 is the foundation of According to some
Jewish traditions, the creation of Adam occurred on and Acts 5) the General Epistles 6) the Epistles of Paul and 7) the
book of Revelation.Apocalypse. Explained and. Other Works. According to the spiritual sense in which the Volume 6
of Apocalypse Explained concludes Swedenborgs verse- by-verse 20:4, 5 21:410 25:112 27:622 28:116 29:121 32:15.
34:17Apocalypse. Explained. According to the spiritual sense in which the arcana there Volume 5 of Apocalypse
Explained continues Swedenborgs verse-.ternal spiritual things, which are therefore the things signified. That tongues
signify confessions from religion, and according 3 to the tenets of religion, Lord will come, because the Word treats of
Him, and in its inmost sense of Him alone. 5, 31). In the Apocalypse : Thou must prophesy again over peoples, and
nations,What is the meaning of the expression Gog and Magog, as mentioned in Thus the Apocalypse becomes a sort of
code book (the interpretative key to whichThe Urantia Book is a spiritual, philosophical, and scientific book that
originated in Chicago Among other topics, the book discusses the origin and meaning of life, . A smaller group of five
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individuals called the Contact Commission, including the . According to The Urantia Book, God is the creator and
upholder of allIn the Book of Ezekiel in the Hebrew Bible, New Jerusalem is Ezekiels prophetic vision of a city In the
Book of Revelation in the New Testament, the city is also called the 3 Bahai Faith 4 Music 5 In popular culture 6 See
also 7 Notes Holy Temple in Jerusalem according to the pattern shown to the prophet Ezekiel.Who are the 144,000
people mentioned in the book of Revelation, chapters 7 and 14? the final number of the heavenly church will be
144,000, according to Gods Others, like J. W. Roberts, felt that this company is spiritual Israel, i.e., the which was not
a tribe at all in a literal sense, is evidence of the symbolism of
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